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the film is a bit more of a character driven film and also the story is set in a prison. the cast is
good and the cinematography too is good. the story is well crafted and narrates aadars life in
prison in a manner that makes it easy to understand and connect. qaidi band will undoubtedly

change the way we think of prison movies. it will not only make us realise that even prison
inmates have dreams but also give us an insight into the struggles of an undertrial in a jail. i
didnt know what actually happens inside a prison. that was very interesting for me especially

the under-trial situation. that fascinated me. those are the reasons why i wanted to do the
film. qaidi band releases on august 25. although the movie has had more than one climax, it
is one of the over-ambitious thrillers that had been made in the recent times. there are some

positives as well. sankalp reddy as ravinder is a hottie, and on the final mission to nab
babumoshai bandookbaaz, there is a sexy sex-tape sequence which has some eroticism.
however, on the whole, the movie is an utter mess. the bollywood is different from other

genres of filmmaking. the film might look good on the whole, with the way it is equipped with
technology. however, such a film is made up of screenwriters who are not aware of the basics
of filmmaking. if the elements of a screenplay are properly sequenced, a thrilling film can also

be made. unfortunately, when it comes to the bollywood, nothing seems to have been
thought out. babumoshai bandookbaaz is one of those films that did not even start out with a
decent screenplay. however, there are some positives as well. shahid kapoor, who is no more,

gets a decent portion, and so do the other supporting actors. nitish bharadwaj and sravani
dutta have acted in some good movies earlier and they too make an appearance here. the
actor who has created a niche for himself with his performances in films like lootera and

haider, will have to pull off some great things, and he can do that pretty well.
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consultant's compendium
while waiting for the press
conference to start. she's a

riot, and finds the last-
minute press conference to
get her adrenaline boost.

her competitive spirit,
however, does turn her off-

course. her journey is
definitely an entertaining
one, but the character is

seldom believable. also, for
an ambitious woman, she

does not keep her head up.
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she lowers it when faced
with antagonists, even

though she has a clearly
defined problem. [ 2 ]

narrating in hindi, french,
gujarati and english, the
film beautifully portrays

the pain of being a
prisoner. and how they

strive to survive as a band
in the jail. "the script is
powerful and there are

beautifully shot
sequences," says armaan.

"habib is an amazing
director and he has put an
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amazing amount of effort
to make this film. and i am
sure it will work on multiple
levels. he (habib) has given

the characters multiple
colors and shades. as a

director he has managed
to project the story in a

brilliant manner." armaan
feels "the film needs a lot

of publicity. how many
people who have never
heard of this film know
about it?" the film also

features pooja misrra, ritu
raj, abhinav kapoor, raj
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kapoor and maanvi gagroo
in pivotal roles. the film is

distributed by eros
international. "i got an

opportunity because of my
upcoming film, ji re jordan,

which got postponed. i
would've been working on
it during the monsoon and

that would have been a
wrong decision. but if i had

a role in a film like this,
then it would've been

nice," says armaan. the
actor adds, "i had a lot of
experience in my previous
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film (lekar hum deewana
dil) but i haven't had an
extensive role yet in my

next movie. this was
different. it wasn't about a
hero or a villain in this film.

it's about three different
prisoners, a boy, a girl and
a father, all of them in the

same place. i've never
played a story like this."
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